
  

 

  

I interpret these two 
lines as the limit

9.61-(13.63/2) – 
2.36 = 0.435 = 

11.05 mm

MDC
first version

July 27, 2020

Offset by 1.44 cm 
w.r.t the electron 
beam before the 

dipole
(see next slides)



  

 

 

MDC
first version

July 27, 2020

Question:
should we push for less 

material here?



  

 

 

FACET-II 
beamline 

dimensions
(old sketch)

vertical offset of 
1.44 cm here

(see next slide)



  

 

 

FACET-II 
Dipole 
magnet 
(B5D36)

center w.r.t. big pipe
(7.97 diameter)

center w.r.t. small pipe
(3.76 length)

Offset is 1.44 cm 
(confirmed with 
pixel counting)

for some reason all “old” documents assume 3.75 here instead.



  

 

 

Doug’s new 
beamline 
design 

11.87’’

~137’’

Dimensions here determine maximum angle 
(lowest energies), window should be long 

enough to support removing the BPM

Distance between window (lower edge) 
and pipe (inner edge) determine the 
minimum angle (highest energies)



  

 

 

Doug’s new beamline design 

Calculation of the gamma photon angle (upper):

Distance: IP to dipole: 13.1247m, dipole to end of pipe: 28.5’’, total: 1385 cm; Height: 3.76’’/2 - 1.44 cm = 3.34 cm
Angle: (3.76*2.54/2-1.44) /(13.1247*100 + 28.5*2.54) = 2.41 mrad   



  

 

 

nominal electron beam position
(red,dipole switched off)

Distance from nominal e-beam 
position to lower edge of the 

positron window: 2.17’’ (CAD)

Alignment of the assembly:

Limiting aperture for the 
gamma photons

Gamma photons have to 
clear this point

Distance: IP to dipole: 13.1247m, dipole to end of 14’’ pipe: ~180’’, total: 1770 cm; 
Height: (2.4mrad gamma photon clearance): 4.26 cm = 1.68’’ (distance from nominal e-beam to inner edge of the pipe)
(13.1247*100 + 180*2.54)*(3.76*2.54/2-1.44) /(13.1247*100 + 28.5*2.54)
   
Distance to lower edge of the positron window: 4.26 cm + 11.05 mm = 5.37 cm = 2.11’’ 
   

Details left to fine alignment in the tunnel



  

 

 

Simulation: M. Tamburini

Magnet kick

13 GeV electron angle

FACET-I notation
(magnet setting)

13 GeV electron 
displacement at dump
(10 m after dipole)We can measure the bulk of the spectrum with one magnet setting

(Table is with BPM not removed)
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